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John is a compelling speaker who speaks with authority and activates
destiny in his audience. A successful visionary and a strategist, John
is a leadership expert who moves confidently in the supernatural. He
ministers on a broad spectrum of topics and is capable of delivering
powerfully on any conference or event theme. A few of his favorite
topics are listed below.

Miracles, Signs, and Wonders
• John is an integral part of many meetings, crusades, and events where tangible signs, miracles,
and wonders are evident. He is a catalyst for the miraculous—never shrinking back—he walks
boldly in the supernatural.

Expect the Supernatural
• John activates the supernatural in others. He increases awareness of and anticipation for God
to move in miracles. He trains believers how to expect and walk in the miraculous.

The 5 D’s of Destiny
• Discover, Develop, Design, Demonstrate, and Deploy—John takes you through these critical
stages of destiny to create and develop successful systems within a functional organization
(business or ministry).

Vision Casting & Goal Setting
• John is passionate to help others establish and articulate core values, create and implement
strategies, and deliver on successful execution to achieve destiny and fulfill vision.

Establishing Kingdom of God Government and Order
• John establishes order and brings increase with the evidence of greater works and a greater
measure of anointing. He trains people to walk confidently in their authority as believers and be
totally secure in their identity in Christ.

Destiny Connection
• John is a bridge builder. He has spent his life connecting people and resources together. He is a
master kingdom networker and helps leaders to both recognize the value of connection and to
acquire the skills necessary for developing and maintaining fruitful kingdom connections.
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